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ALSO
INSIDE
AIDS IN THE TEEN
COMMUNITY.
The number of teens who
are infected with AIDS and
other sexually transmitted
diseases is rising. Read
about the story of a 17-yearold AIDS victrm on Pag e 4.
WOMEN
IN THE MILITARY.
Should womer- ir, he military serve in direct combat?
Turn to the story on Page 6.
STUDY HALL AUDITS.
Are schools paddrng student schedules wrth study
halls to fulfill the 300-mrnute
schoolday requrrement?
Chec Page 3.
COLLEGE COMIC.
Ecko continues h1s search
for Unrverse City on Page 8.

First in a series on teachers,
drugs and alcohol.
By Debbie Flapan
and Michelle Bardwell
with Danai Bracey
On a cold Monday morning students sit sleepily in a hot, stuffy
classroom on the South Side. Ten
minutes after the bell rings the
teacher finally enters the classroom . Instead of apologizing for
his tardiness, he yells at the class
to "wake them up" and tells them to
start reading the next chapter.
The students aren't surpnsed,
thrs teacher behaves strangely
after every weekend. When he
tells at the class, his speech is
slurred and he weaves back and
fourth
He almost runs rnto a
student's desk as he tnes to walk
back to his charr.
One student whispers to an
other about the smell on the
teacher's breath. The teacher
whrrls around and yells a little
more before all rs qu1et agarn.
This teacher 1s obviously intoxi-

cated. This scene may be unheard
of by some students, but it is becoming a school experience for
more and more students according to a recent New Expression
survey.
One hundred students were
surveyed from ten public and private Chicago schools. A startling
41 percent said they attend a
1 school in which there is a teacher
with an alcohol or substance
abuse problem. But on ly 1B percent have actually had a class with
such a t.:.acher.
This may mean some of these
responses are based on rumors.
The survey revealed that no one
surveyed had ever reported a
teacher suspected of alcohol or
drug abuse.
Every spnng, when signrng up
for classes for the followin~ year
students are faced with the dilemma of whether or not to ake a
class taught by a teacher thought
to have an alcohol or drug abuse
problem Twenty percent say 1hey
would avord that teacher's class or
would have their schedules

changed if they were scheduled in
such a class. But another 14 percent don't think their education will
be affected by a problem teacher
and don't care if they end up in that
teacher's class.
A sen ior at St. Benedict's told
New Expression her school used
to have an alcoholic teacher, but
he was dismissed after his contract ran out, although the administration knew about it for at least
six months.
"It's not just a small problem that
he (the teacher) could keep at
home. He brought rt to school wrth
h1m. It's a disease and it affected
people at school just like any other
disease Alcoholism rs no environment for rmpressronable minds to
be educated rn. •
South Shore principal , Dr Wrl
liam A Marshall who was asked
hrs oprnron of •·troubled teachers,"
frrmly stated that teachers should
be grven help. However, tne fact
that they are teachers shou.d not
make a d~ference Carrng people
are gorng to get help for people
who need rt regardless of !herr

I
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(profession)." He also beleives
that his reaction to a student's accusations of a troubled teacher
would depend on the "substance
of the students' charges."
When asked in the survey what
student leaders in their schools
have done about these '1roubled
t eachers," 26 percent say they
have never seen this problem
presented to the administration.
Nineteen percent think the student
leaders don't have any power,
anyway.
What sort of policy do these
students want the schools to adopt
to eliminate the threat of problem
teachers? Forty-three percent
think students should be allowed
to petition for the removal of a
teacher who is teaching under the
influence o~ alcohol or drugs.
Th1rty-three percent thrnk teachers should be requrred to submit to
an unannounced drug test tha'
wou d also •est the alcohol conte"
1n the blood Only erght percent o
the students surveyed th1nk that
no pollcres are needed
Contmued on next page

Cover Story

continued
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Teens contend with ''troubled teachers''

:t

Continued from cover
A Lincoln Park teacher told New
Expression that some teachers
may feel they shouldn't get involved in their colleagues' lives.
They are afraid of being told to
"butt out" and, like the students,
are afraid of being accused of
"making trouble."
There were a variety of ways in
which students recognized a
teacher who had a drug or alcohol
abuse problem. Some saw the
teacher with an alcoholic beverage or an illegal drug on school
grounds. Other students smelled
alcohol on the teacher's breath or
smelled an illegal drug on the
clothes of a teacher. The most
common method of recognition
was•a drastic change in character,
such as slurred speech and excessive smiling or clumsiness.
Students also noticed several
ways teachers' behavior changed
while under the influence of drugs
or alcohol. The teacher fell asleep
during class or was unusually silent Some teachers spoke abu sively to the students or spoke
without making any sense during
the class. Other teachers, who
normally had control over their
classes, allowed them to get out of
hand.
A Lincoln Park stud ent told New
Expression about a teacher with
an alcohol abuse problem. "He
makes sexual remarks to guys
like, 'What can you do for a
teacher?' and he makes passes at
g irls a lot. I hat e him! "
Sho uld stuo ents report a
teacher they suspect has an alcohol or substance abuse problem?
"To be honest, I'd let th e teacher
slide," replied a male student from
Morgan Park. "If the teacher is
drunk I really don't believe there's
much I can do. They have more
authority than I do. I want to graduate next year. I'd be sorry for the
teacher. but I don't need any
trou ble"
This attitude was predon, li:int
among the students interviewed.
They believe that they don't have
the power to help the teacher or
even the authority to mention it to
anyone in their school's administration. Others imply or say
straight out they Will be reprimanded for reporting a "troubled
teacher • They just don't want to
get mvolved
According to Joyce Price, assistan• attourney for the. Chicago
Board of Education, we may suffer
for it Senate Bill 730, an amend-

a

ment to Section 18.5 of the Illinois
School Code, states that if a
teacher is convicted of possession
of less than 2.5 miligrams of mari-
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juana, it is up to the School Board
whether or not to fire the teacher.
Price added, however, that the
same amendment states it is

,;_

"absolutely mandatory" to suspend the teaching license of a
teacher who is convicted of possessing more than 2.5 miligrams
of any drug.
"This only applies to persons
with known convictions," Price
said. "There is another category of
individuals ...who exhibit certain
(unusual) behavior where an
administrator may not know the
cause of their behavior."
Such teachers may be referred
to the School Board where they
may be required to participate in
the Board's Employee Assistance
program. Here it may be determined whether or not the teacher
is a substance abuser.
"It may be an admission from
the teacher," Price said.
She also said another school
rule allows the General Superintendent of Schools to "direct employees to submit to" a drug test if
the cause of the teacher's
(unusual) behavior is unknown.
"I guess the bottom line is that
there's not an automatic dismissal

Need help paying for college? TCF has the money you
need to make the grade. We
have all types of loans available- Guaranteed Student
Loans (GSL), Supplemental
Loans for Students (SLS) and
loans for parents (PLUS). And
we offer COMMANDCREDW,
a home equity loan for parents, which provides an
alternative to the traditional
student loans and which may
be tax deductible.
TCF also offers a variety of
checking, savings, consumer
loan ana insurance products
through our 12 illinois offices.
TCF has provided over
100,000 loans to help
students with their paperwork'. To find out how we can
help you, stop in to any TCF
office or call us toll free at
1-800-255-4943.

'ICF
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with someone who has a drug

I problem," Price said.

"It's disgusting and ignorant,"
exclaimed one student from South
Shore. "Teachers are supposed to
be here to teach us, not to be
drunk! What are we supposed to
do when a teacher can't teach and
is stumbling around? Do we as
students have to suffer for the
teacher's problem?"
This student gave an example
of the outrage many parents and
students feel. Most say this problem should be dealt with as soon
as possible. But what can be done
when parents aren't aware, students and teachers don't feel it's
their place to step in and the
School Board has an insufficient
policy?
"The first step is to make students, parents, and the Board of
Education aware of this," suggested a seventeen-year-old from
a West side public high school. "If
we can do that, then the rest
should be simple."

Inside Track

·

!State officials ask Chica o:

How many study halls? Peace Mural
~~,

II'_,_..

.........,...._

Last month at the Museum of Contemporary Art, six teen artists
from Clemente designed a holiday mural that took them a week to
complete. The mural used several snowmen surrounded by a group
of young people to symbolize peace.
(Photo courtesy of Clement High School Guidance Center.)

JACKETS • SWEATERS •
EMBLEMS

Illustration by Robert English
By Yvette Anderson
and Lisa Jackson
Amanda Warren, a senior at
Whitney Young, has three study
halls.
But this situation might change
for Amanda at the end of the
semester because state officials
are checking up on students'
schedules, especially the number
of study halls.
Since the 300-minute rule was
passed in Illinois, students are
required to spend 300 minutes in
school daily.
The officials believe that some
high schools are placing study
halls in the students' schedules in
order to fulfill the 300-minute requirement.
A solution to the problem of
·unnecessary studies would be to
make students take classses they
do not need for graduation. But a
student cannot be forced to take
any classes that aren't necessary
for graduation, according to Mark
Renz, assistant principal at Whitney Young.

Even Jack Mitchell, Assistant
Superintendent of Programming,
admits that the classes a student
takes depend on the individual's
requirements.
Nathan Neely, a senior at Whitney Young, is satisfied with the
classes he has taken in high
school, and he doesn't want any
more. "Once a student has taken
all the required courses, he should
be allowed to choose the classes
he wants," Nathan said. "This is
especially true for schools that
start from the seventh grade until
the twelfth grade. After staying in
one school for six years you have
probably taken all the classes that
fit the requirements and that interest you."
Another solution to getting rid of
unnecessary study halls and still
meeting the 300-minute requirement would be to lengthen class
times. This would eliminate the
problem of students having too
many study halls and would allow
teachers more time to go over
class material.
Julian, Corliss and Morgan Park
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Across from the
•cHICAGO
THEATER•
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:00
Sat 1o:oo till 4:00

are now applying this solution.
Instead of the usual 40-minute
classes, these schools now have
50-m inute classes.
Brian Cooper, a senior at Corliss, likes the 50-minute class
schedule. "It gives me the opportunity to understand my classes
better. Plus students may get out
earlier. Some may get out at 1:00
or 2:00 instead of 2:46."
Chris Hinton, a senior at Carver,
wishes that Carver would go on
the 50-minute schedule. "With
longer classes more work could be
accomplished. "
"The time teachers would have
if study halls were eliminated
could be used to help the students," said Angela Hubbard, a
senior at South Shore.
But the teachers at Julian hold
another view. They claim that
they're being forced to be in the
classroom an extra 30 minutes per
day, which is illegal. The Julian
teachers claim that the longer
classes prevent them from meeting with students one-on-one .

•
•

ALL SCHOOLS
Made the Way
You Want Them
All Styles • V-Cuts
Hoods • Belts • Special Designs

0

COME TO OUR FACTORY OR PHONE US FOR
FREE DESIGN KIT

• Cheer & Pep Club Outfits
• Skirts-Sweaters-Jackets
• Pom Poms-Booster Buttons

*

FREE UFETIME WARRANTY

*

FREE MINIATURE RING

*
*

$30.00 OFF 18K GOLD RINGS
PRICES STARTING AT:

$69.95

Across from
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Monday Only
8:00 till 4:00
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Across from
•Lane Tech High•
Monday Only
11 :00 - till 3:30
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Health and Sexuality

AIDS plagues teen community
By Kathryne Pallikoff, YNS when I've just had casual encounyouth correspondent from Cali- ters, it never seemed like a pressfornia and Chris Zombory, cor- ing issue. I guess I didn't realize
respondent from Washington, the seriousness of the risk."
D.C.
Based on a report released last
Tony is not his real name. But month by the Children's Defense
everything else in this story about Fund, the risk to all teens became
a 17-year-old AIDS victim is real, more obvious. Teens are now the
too real to be ignored.
highest risk group in the country
"tt made me a little sad," said for contracting AIDS and other
Tony, after testing positive for the sexually transmitted diseases.
AIDS virus. "My feelings about
One out of every seven teens
death and life became more de- now has a sexually transmitted
fined. I thought about it a lot be- disease, according to the report.
The activity that increased the
fore, but when I found out that I
was positive, the thought of death likelihood of contracting sexually
was very immediate."
transmitted diseases - sex with
Tony always knew he risked multiple partne rs without a congetting AIDS. Because I'm gay," dom- is the reason for the climbhe said, "I always thought about it. ing number of teen STD victims.
How many teens right now are
Everybody in the gay community
knows at least one person who infected with AIDS? That's imposhas it and one person who has sible to determine because the
died from it.
virus has a lag time in developing
"When I was in long-term rela- j and normally produces symptoms
tionships, we would discuss it. But later when victims are in their 20's.

H011ZONS
Photo by Nicole Holmes

Youth Services
A Safe, FUN Space for
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
Youth

• Drop-In center
• Discussion Groups
• Activities
• Education and Outreach
3225 N. Sheffield, Chicago
Call 472-6469 (Day)
or
929-HELP (7-11 p.m.)
327-HELP (TTD for
Hearing Impaired)

We're
Here
For You!

a
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While 300 teens have been diagnosed with AIDS this ye ar, over
15,000 persons in their 20's have
been diagnosed. So, very possibly, more than 20,000 teens have
caught the virus.
The "gay myth" has been shattered in this new report. Transmission through male-female contact
is twice as common among teens
as it is among adults. One of every
five teen AIDS cases is the result
of heterosexual (male-female)
activity while one of every 13 adult
cases is heterosexual.
Tony says he is calm right now
about his AIDS viru s. "It hasn't
devastated me. I've told a few of
my friends just because they've
supported me and have been
compassionate in the past."
Tony was sex ually assaulted
several years ago and suspects
that this was when he was infected
with the AIDS virus. "That could
have been the one contributing
factor because that was the one
time that I didn't have any say in it,
and when it was not safe sex at
all."
The gay community is trying to
curb AIDS, Tony said. "All the gay
people I know are very aware and
very concerned. If these people
had many partners before, they've
certainly seen the importance of
safe sex now - even more so than
the straight people."
In a pleading tone, he added, "I
don't want people's reactions to be
to me, but to AIDS in general. I
hope th at the fact th at there are
teens with AIDS in this city will help
students realize that AIDS is a
problem that's here. It's not somebody else's disease. It's part of our
community and we have to deal
with it...by talking to the IV drug
users, by sharing information
about safe sex and by limiting our
relationships to one partner."

A Guide to Chicago
Centers That Offer
STD and AIDS
Prevention Programs
-Hor izons
offers -Chicago Women's
services for gay, les- AIDS Project is an adbi a n, a nd bi sexual vocacy program for
youth . Thei r se rvices women of all ages that
include a drop-in cen- educates them about'
ter, discussion grq_ups, AIDS prevention. Their
fun activiti es, education services include supand outreach.
port groups, safer sex
workshops, and phone
counseling.
3225 N. Sheffield,
Chicag6
Call 472-6469 (Day) or 5249 N. Kenmore,
929-HELP (7-11 p.m.) Chicago
Call 271-2070
- Kupona primarily
services the Black com- -Cook County AIDS
munity. It offers educa- service educates any
tion about AIDS and its Cook County resident
prevention to clients of about the HIV virus. In
all ages.
addition, they offer inpatient and out-patient
4611 S. Ellis,
medical care to AIDS
Chicago
victims.
Call 536-3000
1835 W. Harriso n,
Chicago
Call 633-5182
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Good news
for the winter blues!
([hira_go [ribune
Every day the Chicago Tribune brings you
colorful news, exciting events and reel hot
entertainment, such as:

• Pulitzer Prize winning reporting
puts you on top of the world.
• Complete prep, college and pro
sports coverage brings hard-hitting
action home.
• Ann landers and Dear Abby, plus
puzzles and comics including
The Far Side, Doonesbury and
Calvin and Hobbes keep you
tickled pink.
• Keep your wardrobe current with
the Style section every Wednesday.
• Paint the town red with the Friday
section's entertainment events,
music news, concert and album
reviews, dining and theatre guides,
photography exhibits and pointers,
and more.
So the next time the winter blues have you
seeing thing' through muddy water or a
purple haze, pick up the Chicago Tribune. It
will give you a rosy outlook on life.

Just

35c

wherever you pick it up.

For home delivery and
customer service, call

1-800-TRIBUNE
<fhira_go [ribunt
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-excerpt from the rap GIRLS
L.G.B.N.A.F by lce-T.

they want to support such artists.
Each new money-wise group is
pushing language further and further to sell more records and make
more money regardless of justice
and crudeness.
Certainly rap artists such as Too
Short and Easy E have opened a
big market for X-rated songs even
though major radio stations give
them little or no air time to promote
their songs.
New Expression staff members explored the lyrics of songs
that they've been half listening to
or dancing to and, suddenly, their
approval of some artists came to a
halt.
Consider the following lyrics:

*

Over the last four years, New
Expression has supported the
rights of songwriters and artists to
produce songs with explicit lyrics
because, generally, we oppose
censorship. While the names of
the artists may have changed in
the past four years, today's teens
are still listening to groups whose
lyrics are based on sexual and
racial exploitation such as Too
Short, NWA 2, Live Crew and the

Ghetto Boys.
In the past, we have claimed
that songs of such groups are
popular because of the beat. That
teens do not pay much attention to
the lyrics and do not become more
violent or more sexist as a result of
listening to the lyrics.
While we still believe these
groups have a right to produce
their music, we are asking that our
readers evaluate whether or not

*

*

*

*

*

*

We're not suggesting that these
artists aren't able to create exciting music. But why should teens
spend big money to hear such
groups sing about women as
though they are trash, even encouraging violence against them.
Many parents' groups believe
that censorship is necessary to
'protect' teens from lyrics that focus on sex and violence.
The editors of New Expression
continue to insist that teens should
be allowed to make their own
decisions about what music they
listen to. Yet the popularity of
these groups suggests that teens
agree with the messages these
groups send because performing
artists generally just give the public what they ask for.
It is time for teens to decide
whether or not they are willing to
support these lyrics.
Money talks. If you believe our
society does not need more
hatred, violence, and sexism,
send a clear message by withholding your financial support from
such groups. Don't buy their records or tapes or disks or !-shirts or
concert tickets.
Teens have the power to influence the kind of music being produced. Why not start using that
power today?

*

"To a kid looking up to me, life
ain't nothing but bitches and
money! ....So we start looking
for the bitches with the big butt
like her but she keep crying, "/
got a boyfriend," Bitch stop
lying dumbass hooker, ain't
nothing but a dyke. "
-excerpt from the song 'Gangsta
Gangsta' by NWA
That's right if you're a man
you want it,
If you're a woman you tease
him and flaunt it.
But my crew got to have it,
And after they dog it I autograph it.

Letters to the Editor
Violent Teens
Your Cover Story (Oct. 88),
"Who Reaches Out To Violent
Teens?" caught my eye. It is one
of the frightening situations that
each high school and each student have to deal with and experience today.
As for me, I, too, have experienced violence with a friend. My
friend and I have encountered
what I thought was one of the most
frightening, new, and exciting situations that one only sees in a
movie. We came upon a cross fire
between two gang rivals on our
way home near Roosevelt High
School. I for one was shocked with
whatlsaw: agroupofkidsrunning
in both directions with rocks, bats,
tennis rackets, and a gun. One
guy pulled out a gun and fired four
shots into a crowd .
So I am very glad that the article
was written with advice about how
to prevent it before it happens, and
prevent it from happening again.
P.S. By the way only one cop
came to the scene. He was too
late I
Name withheld at
request of writer.

I would like to com mend Ronald
Rembert on a shockingly informative article. It really touched me.
Violence is something that we are
all subjected to, unfortunately, and
we all need to be aware of it.
Sometrmes our youth makes us
forget our own mortality. Ronald
Rembert's article came at a trme
when I was already affected by
violence I always used to watch
tho news wrth a certarn rndrffer
once, thinking '1hat could never
happen to me "Then one night, as
my famrly and I were watching TV,
a news bnef came on, and 1 gave

a

rt a casual glance, as usual. It was
the news of the death of a northwest side teen . But, suddenly, I
recognized the teen victim. It was
1
a guy whom I knew in eighth
grade, and no, he wasn't voted
most likely to succeed, nor was he
valedictorian . He was just an ordinary t eenager.
I waited for the 10 o'clock news
1 expecting to hear the details of his
death. ln ste::~.d I went breathless
when I found out he was a prime
suspect in a random shooting,
killing another person.
The violence in our generation
seems to be hemorrhaging like an
infected wound, and I just hope
that the bureaucrats running our
government will hear our pleas
before this infection enters all of
our homes.
Ruhma Quralshl

I really enjoyed your cover story.
It dealt with a serious and real
problem . I think if someone has
enough trust to tell you something
so serious, it's because they want
your help.
I think even if your friend needs
professional help, it's important for
you to talk and be there for your
friend . Even if your friend is joking
around, it doesn't hurt to joke
around about another resolution
than violence.
Dora A. Jimenez

From reading your newspaper, I
can honestly say that I learn a lot
about other expenences and
problems that relate to students.
After readrng your article on
violonr:e in schools, I have to admrt
that rt scares me to road about
shooting sprees and deaths that
happen because of school vio
lence As a student it interests mo
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to know just what goes on, but
what I really want to know is
"why?" I understand that this is a
very difficult question. There has
to be some reason!
I attend Von Steuben, and I believe that I am safe here, but what
of my other friends that attend different schools? We all need some
"safe" feeling.
Jenny Stoesser

Unhealthy school
lunches
The article about students wanting unhealthy lunches concerns
everyone. That is true! Some
cafeterias do provide vegetables
and fruits, but it is not always fresh.
Sometimes the food doesn't look
or taste very good.
The article states that the students are the ones who want the
unhealthy lunch. I think that is
wrong!
We may pile on the
ketchup, but it's only making the
hamburgers taste better. Some of
us are just making use of what is
available to us since the beginning
of the year, so we buy it. I may
seem like I'm going overboard, but
this is what I interpreted from the
article.
I am for a healthy lunch in cafeterias, but it shouldn't look like
rejects from the supermarkets.
The lunches should at least look
and taste halfway decent.
Mary Rose Sanchez

I'm writrng in regard to the article
"Students Demand Unhealthy
Lunches; Cafetenas Oblige." It
reveals that students have
stopped eating nutritious food at
the school cafeteria and are, instead, going out to eat at

I

McDonalds, Pizza Hut and others
of their kind.
I feel that the cafeterias
shouldn't oblige since most students are unaware of the damage
they're doing by eating junk-food.
Instead, the school should start
an awareness program, similar to
the one at Hyde Park. The school
should find a way to entice students into eating nutritous food.
If nothing else works, the
schools should make the lunch
period a closed campus.
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Election Revisited
I was happy to see that you included a section on the candidates
for president in your latest issue. It
is very important for teenagers to
know what they should expect in
the next four years .
In a recent poll many college
students couldn't name the candidates and their running mates.
These people will be running our
country in 20years! Teens need to
know what's going on in order to
succeed in the future.
Marla N. Nlklfores

New Expression
needs sports
section
Once again I read your paper,
and I didn't find anything having to
do wrth sports. Your paper is very
good, but it could be better.
What I mean is it would be better if you had artrcles on sports.
Francisco Betancourt
Editor's Note: Watch for the February Issue.

Be sure to watch "Hard Cover," the
cable access show produced by
teens, for teens, with teens, about
teens.
On January 16, at 5:30, "Cops and
Teens: an Explosive Combination." A
teen panel will discuss stereotypes
associated with both policepersons
and young people. Are the stereotypes valid? Do they affect how
these two groups relate to each
other? What could be done to improve relations?
On January 29, at 5:30, "Inter-Racial
Dating in a Racist City." In Chicago
where elections are won and lost by
the color of a candidate's skin, teens
who choose to challenge society's
·unspoken· rules about inter-racial
dating must fool special pressures.
Are inter-racial relationships less
likely to suceed because of these
pressures? Do the unspoken rules
need to be challenged? If so, how?
Tune rn to "Hard Cover· to hear how
Chicago toens fcol about these issues Botter yet, call Youth Communrcatlon, 663 0543, to soo how you
can havo a p<1rt in producrng thrs
show We need fresh rdeas and teens
who feel that the vo1ce of youth must
be hoard Wo nood you I
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Women in the military:

Fighting for the right to fight
"Now, instead of
combat
jobs being
heavy, they
requ1•re
brains."
Traditionally, parents buy a girl
a doll and a boy a gun. Does the
parent ask: would my g1rl prefer a
toy gun?
Although military women now
work in such non-traditional fields
as maintenance mechanics, suppliers to the front line troops and
strategic commanders, they are
still prohibited from serving in direct combat. Women now make
up 10 percent of the armed forces.
Specialist Janet Mallory at the
Fort Sheridan army base in Lake

Forest does not support this policy. She favors women in combat.
Though she went into the army
seeking a career as a JOurnalist
and a way to get through college,
she now feels that the army has
helped her to grow and that she
would be ready to fight.
Captain Katherine Miller shares
Mallory's stand. Miller started as
an enlisted soldier and has worked
her way up to commander of the
Fort Sheridan military police. She
says that part of her JOb Involves
going into combat every day.

A male sargeant from a Ch1cago
Army recru111ng office also th1nks
that wom en should be allowed 1n
combat.
In fact, he would not mind
1
if during a war situation the option
wou ld be open to women and men
to be placed into combat together.
He contends that even though
women aren't now in combat, they
are faced with "combat prone
environments."
But Sargeant Sillisin, an Army
recruiter at 5259 S. Cicero,
doesn't want the policy changed. "I
wouldn't mind if it were my brother,

but any girl would remind me of my
s1ster, and it wouldn't seem right,"
he sa1d. He doesn t mind men
being forced into combat. "A man
who 1s a man will stand up for his
country," he concluded.
In a recent New Expression
survey of 100 Ch icago teenage
girls, 20 percent said they were
considering enlistment, citing reasons such as paying for their education, good traimng and career
experience. But only one out of
twenty said she wanted to enter
combat if called upon.
Nicole Briski, a senior at Rolling
Meadows High School, believes
that women should not have the
option for combat because they
would not have the phys1cal
strength to be helpful to their military colleagues on the front lines.
Jeff Tuten, who wrote a section
1n the book Female Soldiers Combatants or Non-combatants,
supports Nicole's opinion. He
states that it is a fact that men are
physically stronger than women,
concluding that "equal opportunity
on the battlefield spells defeat."
But Mady Wechsler argues in
the same book that women should
not be prevented from entering
combat on the basis of sex. "We
must be careful," she says, "not to
confuse a difference in average
physical strength between men
and women with a situation in
which all men are strong enough
and no women are.
Wechsler contends that certain

jobs which fewer women are prepared for should be given primarily to men. But qualified women
may have jobs with the same level
of risk.
In fact, the military doesn't depend so much on strength anymore, says Mrs. Flanigan, a civilian public information recruiting
officer at Fort Sheridan. "Most of
the once manual weapons are
now computerized," she says.
"Now, instead of combat JObs
being heavy, they require brains."
Chris Schenk, a junior at Mather
High School, still prefers women in
traditional roles: plenty of warmth
and a lack of aggressiveness. "A
women would be 1n perfect aim of
the enemy," he said, "and then
take one look at the enemy and
freeze because she thought about
the/enemy's family."
But in police forces throughout
the country, women have proven
themselves capable of handling
Violence and personal self-defense.
When Chicago police
woman Irma Ruiz was killed on
Sept. 29, stopping a crazed gunman on the south side, her male
partner, who survived gave her
credit for facing a violent situation
and saving many lives.
"Irma Ruiz was a great woman,
a best friend, and she was the
greatest partner. No matter the
situation she was always there.
She was the only hero on Thursday."

What
ARE You Waiting For??
Columbia College Chicago Is Right Here - Right Now!
If You've Been Thinking About A Class, A Degree, Or A New Maior, Consider The Columbia Advantage:
We've Made It Easy To Transfer!
• lmmed1ote unoffiool tronscnpt
evoluohon
• Liberal transfer cred1t policy
• Concurrent enrollment w1th other
schools
• F1nonool 01d available

We've Made It Excellent!
•
•
•
•

Personalized educohonol programs
Small class s1ze
Faculty of work1ng professionals
Extensive 1ntern/co-op opportun1t1es

Colunt>oo Cor.ege OOM<~ ~·ooen:s wothout '1!90rd to oge
roce. color. se• retgoan. pi-V"(OI honoocop ono no•o0n0l 0<
e·~noc

oogtn

We've Made It Comprehensive!
• Theater
• MUSIC

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Donee
Telev1s1on
Radio
Sound Engineenng
Journalism
Mogoz1ne Writ1ng/Editing
F1ne Art
Groph1c Design
Advertis1ng Art
Fosh1on Des1gn
lllustrot1on
lntenor Des1gn
Fiction Wnllng
FilrnNideo
Photography

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Liberal Educot1on Studies
Profess1onol Wnt1ng
Arts Management
Fosh1on Bus1ness
Mus1c Bus1ness
Morket1ng Commun1collon
Publ1c Relations
Adverhs1ng
Marketing
English
Sc1ence and Mothemohcs

Now, What ARE You Waiting For?
Call today for a tour and application:

(312) 663·1600, Extension 130.

Spring Registration Begins
The Week Of February 6th.
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DID YOU
KNOW...
. ...many city colleges offer
courses as PREPARATION
FOR ACT exams? Classes
are offered at low cost and can
be a way to improve your ACT
scores and sharpen your testtaking skills.
For example , WRIGHT
JUNIOR COLLEGE is offering
a class beginning March 13,
Mondays and Wednesdays
from 4-5:45 p.m. Registration
will be March 1-10 and the cost
is $25.
MALCOM X COLLEGE is
holding a five-week ACT prep
course in March for $25.
PROJECT
UPWARD
BOUND is featuring a weekly
class at University of Illinois Chicago. Th e class lasts for 14
weeks , March 4 through June
3. The cost at UIC is higher,
$175, but scholarships are
available by need.
For further information , contact the college where the program you are interested in is
located .
... .UIC will be offering COLLEGE CREDIT COURSES to
high school students. Stodents with a ce rtain grade point
average may t ake these
classes, which are free of
c harge. To register and seek
further details, call the Admissions Office at UIC.
Continued on next page.

Free
Pregnancy
Testing
• Test results while you wait
• All services confidential
• Convenient appointments
• 24 hour hotline

Conve:1ient
Locations
C risis Pregnan c y Cent e r

LOOP
263- 1576
l 04 S. M ic higan
(at Mic higan and Monroe)

SOUTH
735-2162
7905 S. Cicero Ave .
(Scottsdale Shopping CenkrJ

II
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What if you put
a great university
in the middle of
a great city?
You'd h ave the best of both worlds- a place
where you can be nefit from Chicago's
vibra nt business and cultural center. .. while
enjoying th e ad':'antages of campus life.

You'd ltave DePaul.
CALL 341-8300 FOR THE LATEST
INFORMATION ABOUT DePAUL.
Coll ege of Li bera l ArtS'
& Sc ie nces

Co llege of Commerce
Sch oo l of Ed ucatio n
School of Music
The Th eat re School

DEPAUL
UNIVERSITY

Consider
St. Xavier
• Since its founding in 1846. Saint Xavier
is known for the excellence of its undergraduate and graduate programs. • A serious
approach to learning: small classes for the most
individuali zed instruction. Approachable
professors. Exceptionally strong career planning
and placement record. • Saint Xavier offers a
close-knit, comfortable environment for over
2,600 students. • Thirty undergrad uate an d
graduate programs. Extensive financial aid
commitment.

•

For futher information, or to
make an appointment for a
visit, call (312) 779-3300, ext. 220.

Saint Xavier College
OF CHICAGO
3700 W 103 rd St .. Chicago IL (-)()()S)

From prev1ous page.

.... lots of PRIVATE SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS are wasted
due to lack of applications.
Check with your school counselor about private scholarships for which you can apply .
....the earlier you send in your
FINANCIAL AID FORMS, the
greater the likelihood of getting
a good package .
.. .. COLLEGE FINANCIAL
AID COUNSELORS visit high
schools on a regular basis .
.... a good impression on COL·
LEGE REPRESENTATIVES
that visit your school may help
with acceptance into th at
school as well as financial aid.
Talk to your counselor about
how to speak with representatives visiting your school.
.... many co lleges located outside of Chicago are willing to
provide a FREE BUS RIDE to
students interested in visiting
their campus. This offer is
especially aimed at minority
students who would like the
opportunity to tour a college.
Write or phone the admissions
offices of the colleges you a"re
interested in to see if they offer
free transportation .

.:~:

t '~University of

l 111 Wisconsin-Madison
A World-Class Challenge

...

What undergraduate schools or colleges
are there at OW-Madison?
College of Agricultural and Life Sciences, School of Allied
Health Professions, School of Business, School of Education,
College of Engineering, School of Family Resources and Consumer Sciences, College of Letters and Science, School of
ursing, and School of Pharmacy.
There are graduate or professional programs in all of the
above plus the Law School, Medical School and the School
of Veterinary Medicine.

Are there support services for minorities?

Why Wisconsin?
"Whether it be academic programming, entertainment, or the
make-up of the student body, UW-Mildison offers more diversity
than practically any other institution in the nation."
(The New York limes 82-83 Selective GUJde to Colleges- Edward Fiske)

.... going to a PRIVATE COL·
LEGE may be less expensive
than attending a STATE UNIThough private
VERSITY.
colleges tend to have a higher
flat tuition rate, the private college usually offers more financial aid. And the expenses are
often less than those of a state
university.

YES! Minority program coordinators are available to serve
students in each of our schools and colleges. The Academic
Advancement Program offers its students an orientation
program, counseling, tutoring, study skills, writing and
reading instruction, and also a unique and very successful
admissions policy. A limited number of Chancellor's Scholarships are available for minority students. Call 608/2624315 for information. The four-year awards are based upon
academic achievements in high school. The application
deadline is March 1, 1989.
The Office of Undergraduate Admissions, (608/262-3318)
offers campus orientation sessions, visits, tours and information on all academic program areas. Various summer
program opportunities are also available. Black, Hispanic,
and American Indian specialists are responsible for recruitment of prospective students and serve as resources for
minority students. For more information please fill out the
form provided and mail to:

Alexander Gee, Jr., Recruitment Specialist
Office of Undergraduate Admissions
University of Wisconsin-Madison
433 North Murray Street
Madison, WI 53706 608/262-7765
(please print)
last Name

First

Middle lmhal

Street Address
City

State

ZIP

Phone
Academic area of interest
High school- year of graduation
~VISCO SIN bulletin/application
Summer Program information
Scholarship information

yes 0
yes J
yes D

no ""
no ...,
no

Heritage code mformation (optional)
_
_
_
_

Black
As1an Pacific Islander
Amencan tnd1an or Alaskan Native. Tnbe· - - - - - - - l hspamc (Ch1cano MexJCan-Amencan, Puerto Rican. Cuban, Other _ )
White (not of HlSpamc origin)

An equal opportumty employer and educator

NEXP 2189
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ACT Preparation
Dozens of cou·ses boo s and
computer programs on the market
cla1m to help students mprove
their ACT and SAT scores. We
asked students who have already
taken the1r tests to te1 us what
they thought was tne bes method
Perhaps the tr op•ruons w
nfluence you.
WHAT DID YOU DO TO IMPROVE
YOUR
SAT ACT
SCORES?''
I d dn't do anyth1ng but take a
test It s a waste of money o take
these preparatory classes. 1 dtd

wen anyway:
-Pattt Bonn.n
Lane Tech
''When I f1rst took the test I didn't
study or go over anythtng. But
when I had to take rt a second ttme,
1 worked tn a book called, ~
tng for the ACT Test, and I made a
16 on the test
-Maria Ortega
Clemente H.S
I went to a center for a refresher
course to p1ck up my test-taktng
skills. It was worth the money and
rt helped lots."
-Amy Arnold
St. lgnat1us

I
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o I="
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My teachers concentrated on
the ACT and SA~ and gave us
pract1ce tests that ·hey got It rea.ty
helped me a iot...Jeff Barlow
Gordon Tech
"To 1mprove my ACT scores, I
attended an ACT preparatory
class at school. This class helped
me to do better on the test and it
also helped 1m prove my test taking
abilities.·
-Stacey Braboy
Fenger

YOU SELECT
A SKILL
WE'LL
GUARANTEE
THE
TRAINING.
If you qualify, the Army's
Delayed Entry Program will
guarantee, in v.Titing, the skill
trammg of your choice. You can
stgn up for training in one of over
:!50 challenging skills and take up
to 365 days to report for duty. You
can even sign up v. hile you're still
m high school, as long as you have
your diploma "hen your training
starts.
To get all the details about the
Dcla~cd Enn: Program see your
I ,aJ Arm~ Recruiter. nov. .

9 26-264 0

ARMY.

BE ALL YOU Cl~ BL
~---------------------~

m
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IN COSMETOLOGY, AUTO MECHANIC, AUTO BODY/FENDER
REPAIR AND OFFICE INFORMATION PROCESSING

~

Availa ble:
• Financial aid
•Child Care
• Low tuition
• Placement after licensure by the state
•Free Parking
• Private tutoring
• Student activities (swimming, tennis, nautilus, etc.)
Where: 1200 W. Sunnyside
~\'hen : ~ ow

Call 9 9-3954 or 989-3960
OA't A '\0 E\"E I 'G CLASSE'
FULL--:-I~IE

OR PART-Tl~IE

• EAR'\ A CAREER IN A YEAR OR LESS 1:\i A.~ ACADEMIC SETT1"\G
• EXCELLE. :T FACC LTY /HA..-......:os 0:\ APPLICATJQ, .
• f:\ COS\1ETOLOCY-TEACHERS TRAI L G AV AfLABLE.

College News Brief Section
Preparation
I
for college:
A checklist
By Jessica Ashley
We are half way through the
year already and college is creeping up on seniors quickly.You
should already have made many
preparations. in order to help you
determine whether you're ahead
or behind, New Expression has
devised a checklist.
ACT TESTS
If you plan to attend college in
the fall, by now you should have
taken
your
ACT
exam.
However, remember that
scores tend to improve by taking
this exam a second time. ACT
tests will be held on March 15 and
again on /\pril 15.
Register for the March test by
F~:Jbruary 3 and for the April test by
March 17.
FOR CONFIDENTIAL BIRTH
CONTROL SERVICES AND STD
TREATMENT, CALL FAMILY
PLANNING AT ILLINOIS
MASONIC MEDICA L CENTER,
883-7050

1

I

Tests are offered through June,
and city colleges often give the
test through the summer.
However,the earlier you take the
ACT,the farther ahead you will be.
FINANCIAL AID FORMS
The Financial Aid Form (F.A.F.)
is available early this month.To
obtain one, see yourcounselor.As
soon as your parents get their W2 Forms and can prepare to complete their 1987 tax forms,you can
file the F.A.F.
Those students on public assistance can file forms now because
they don't need income tax information.
If you are eligible for the Pell
Grant,check the box on the F.A.F
form. Ask a counselor to help you.
You are probably eligible for the
money. Also, be sure to check the
box for the Illinois State Scholarship Commission on the Financial
Aid Form.
File your F.A. F. at least one
month before your earliest college
applicaiton deadline.
Within
f0ur to six weeks you will receive
an estimate of what your fam ily will
be expected to contribute towards

your cost at that school.
APPLI CATlON DEADLINES
Find out the application deadlines of the colleges you want to
apply to and their due dates for
grants and scholarships.Keep in
mind that larger and more popular
schools often close the deadlines
early.
ACCEPTANCES
You should have thought about
the colleges you have applied for
and where you are most likely to
get accepted.lf you have applied
only at high-rated schools, it is a
good idea to apply at a lower
ranked school as a safety precaution.
SCHOLARSHIPS
Many available private scholarship funds are wasted due to a lack
of applications. To find out what
scholarships you are eligible to
apply for, contact your counselor
or call Youth Communication,
663-0543, home of New Express ion, to use the Project College
Bound scholarship database.

·Be outstanding!
To a certain group of individuals, good isn't good enough.
And better is just another word for good. To this elite group,
some legends in their own time, only one word~
·
describes their noble ambitions. Outstanding!
If this sounds like you, contact your local
recruiter.l-800-423-2600.

New dorms open at UIC
By Kendrick McAtee
The University of Illinois (Circle
Campus) has recently opened
new dorms on campus after
years of only serving commuters.
Now no student doing long research in the library has to sleep
on a cot overnight. They no longer
have to worry about taking the
highly dangerous Congress L at

night-as long as they sign up for
a dorm room.
As for enhancing the variety of
students on campus, Housing Director Bill Snappel says the dorms
have been a big help: "I think it has
increased the number of out-ofstate students attending U of I.We
also are seeing a greater number
of Chicago students who need
more time on campus."

Summer study in England
For teens, 15-18, who have
$2,500 to spend this summer or
who can persuade their parents to
spend it, England's Cambridge
University has a 20-day program
for U.S. high school students.
The program combines education in the arts, history, archeology
and science as well as sports such
as cricket, rugby, punting, basketball, tennis, soccer, badminton
and billiards. The program includes day trips to London and a
weekend in Wales.

~ty

Participants get a private room
and board in a supervised college
dormitory. They experience the
England tutorial system of a oneon-one, student-to-teacher discussion and argumentation.
For information and an application contact Ms. Taryn Edwards,
U.S. Director, Homerton College
Summer School, University of
Cambridge, 545 W. Dickens, Chicago, Illinois 60614. Telephone
(312) 787-7477.

Colleges of Chicago

Student Profile/
DR. CYNTHIA HENDERSON
Malcolm X Colle e

SHE IS
Associate Chairperson, Department of Geriatric
Medicine/Chronic D iseases, Oak Forest Hospil.al

TAKE THE

ARMY RESERVE

ONE STEP AT A TIME.
If you're a high school junior,
and 17, you could take a big step
for your future with the Army
Reserve's Alternate Training
Program. It M:>rl<.s this way: You
take Basic lraining between your
junior and senior year; then, the
following summer, you train in a
specific skill at an Army school.
It's more than a step ahead in
training, you'll get paid- at least
$1,200 for basic and even more
for your skill training. Then you'll
serve near home, usually one
weekend a month plus tM:> weeks
Annual Training, and earn over
$80 per weekend .
O n rop of that, 1f vou qualify,
there's the M ontgomery G I Bill
that provides vou wirh up to
SS.C'40 for c..:>llege vr $elea•.xl
\"'Clttonal technical trammg
Take the next step for more
mfOrmanon top b\· or call

926-2640
Bt All YOU CAM st.

ARMY RESERVE

CITY COLLEGE
Are you a creative person?
Do you enjoy meeting and talking with people?
Do you need to earn money for college?
Would you like to learn real life job skills that will
put you miles ahead of your friends w hen you
enter the job market?
New Expression . Chicago's fourth largest newspaper.
seeks enthusiastic. highly motivated teens to join its advertisIng staff. Earn salary plus commission while learning valuable job skills.

Call 663-0543 between noon - 5:00 pm and leave your
name and a number where you can be reached. Someone in the advertising department wfll call you to arrange
a job interview appointment.
(

Elig'bility Requirements

1). Be o hrgh school sophoi""'lore or junior.
2) Meet JTPA Income guidelines.
( Soeo>< ro your counselor)
3) Hove o social secur :y cord
~ 4) Be o Chrcogo ~esroen·.
-- ~

1Expre$ion

I was interested in a medical career and needed to
strengthen my study ski lls and science background.
Malcolm X College was close to my home and
offered an excellent allied health program.

A GOAL
I always wanted to be a doctor. I dropped out of high
school because it wasn't intellectually challenging. I
held various dead-end jobs until my curiosity about
nutrition and digestion made me realize I needed to
return to school to become a doctor.

WISH FULFILLED
My confidence could have been easily shaken if I
hadn't had the time to develop necessary skills. The
atm osph ere at Malcolm X College was nonthreatening and instru ctors were c hall enging and
supporti ve.

MALCOLM X COLLEGE
1900 West Van Buren Street

738-5823

REGISTER NOW
DIAL
C -0 -L -L -E -G -E

" Published for Teens by Teens"
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Upward Bound: Support for success
Project Upward Bound IS a fed Students are placed in skills
erally funded college preparation development classes based on
program for low-Income, under- their level of ex>mpetency in readprepared h1gh school students. ing, writing, and mathematics. The
The program sponsors Saturday program also provides many culclasses durrng the academic year tural enrrchment experiences, as
and a six-week residential compo- well as personalized admission
nent dur1ng the summer . and financial aid ex>unseling.
.---------------------------,

a
tradition of
the finest

education
DAY, EVENING & SATURDAY
CLASSES AVAILABLE IN ..

. . .COMMERCIAl ART
... FINEART
CLASSES START WEEK OF
FEBRUARY 6TH, REGISTRATION
NOW IN PROCESS
SAT. CLASSES OPEN TO HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENTS

~

American

··~ft~~:~;~o~!"o;cat;oo'

122 S. Michigan Ave ., Chicago, IL 60603 (312) 939-3883
NE

Upward Bound IS open to 9th
and 1Oth graders (11th graders
will be considered on an individual
bas1s) who are interested in attending college but need help
preparrng for ex>llege-level study.
Students who come from lowIncome fam1hes, whose parents
have not completed college (exceptions may be made here), and
who attend one of the Upward
Bound target high schools listed
below are eligible for Upward
Bound. Admiss1on will be considered for students at schools other
than the target schools. Students
should contact the various Upward Bound programs for more
information. (See the list printed
on this page).
Keep in mind that waiting periods for the program can last anywhere from a few weeks to five
months, so you should investigate
Upward Bound as early as you
possibly can .
Interested students must be
committed to Upward Bound; they
are expected to stay in the program throughout high school. This
means that they must be willing to
attend sessions every Saturday
during the regular school year,
including when it is cold, rainy, and
even when the weather is beautiful. You must also be willing to attend the residential Summer Session for six weeks right after
sch.ool closes in June. (Students
may enter right after 8th grade
graduation.)

There is no cost to students or
parents for any aspect of the program. Students are prov1ded with
room and board and possibly
transportation allowances.
Upward Bound is hard work.
Students must demonstrate a Sincere des1re to ach1eve. They must
be serrous about attending college, and willing to accept personal responsibility for their own
success. Upward Bound provides
the resources, but the student
must prov1de the motivation and
hard work!
CHICAGO UPWARD

I

BOUNDPROGRAM
Chicago State University
Contact: Ms. Carol Carson1
Warner, 995-2566.
Target schools are Carver , Harlan, Hirsch, Manley and Washington.
Loyola University
Contact: Mr. William R. Davis,
274-3000, ext. 2459.
Target schools are Clemente, DuSable, Englewood, Lincoln Park,
Phillips, Robeson, Roosevelt,
Senn and Sullivan.

Roosevelt University
Contact: Mr. Roosevelt Roberts,
341-3877, 3878.
Target schools are Bowen, Metro,
Clemente, Collins, Farragut,
Fenger, Kelvyn Park, King, Orr
and South Shore.

GET SMART

Cli!fs Test Preparation
Gu1des are valuable when it

That's the great thing about busrness.
If you 're willing to work hard. the opportunities arc
w1dc open. But don't kid you rsel fthe first thing you have to work on is your business education.
Our B.A. degree programs in Business Administration.
Accounting, and Computer Information, ystems and
Mana~em ent arc as accessible as they are practical.
Financial aid allows the majority of our hicago
campus students to pay little or no tuition.
And if you want special tutori ng.
or co urses in English as a seco nd langua~e.
you'll get as much help as you need.
Best of all, a Business B.A. from National College
opens doors at many of Ch icago's top companies.
Which is exactly what you need
when you're starting in business. A chance.
For more 111 formation. ca ll 621-9650.

comes ti me to study for major
·exams-SAT, ACT, GMAT GRE
NTE .
'
'

'& ~ '"'(""'~
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Evergreen Plaza

Old Orchard Shopping Center

1711 Sherman Ave., Evanston
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Join the Party!
On Saturday, February 25,
Chicago State University will
sponsor National TRIO Day,
which will celebrate Upward
Bound, along with two other
federal programs. The celebration will begin at 9:00 am
and is expected to run until approximately 3:00 pm. Activities will include a march, a
rally, and a sky full of 2,000
balloons. For more information call Ms. Carol CarsonWarner at 995-2566

327 S.LASALLE STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60604
PHONE 922-1884

615 N. WEST AVENUE
ELMHURST, IL 60126
PHONE 941 -1 200

Will you be
among the students who
raise their SAT scores
250 points?
You might be. Many students
who have taken our prep course
have increased their scores 150,

200. 250 points or more. Call.
Another 250 points can make a
big difference.

!KAPLAN
SIANliYH KAP\ANEDU(AII()NAl ClNIERUD

JOIN A KAPLAN'S
STRATEGY SESSION

ron COMPETI wrrn

A KAr'LAN STUDENT-BE ONE
CALL DAYS, EVES, & WEEKENDS

0 I 1\ H (,

v._L SERVICE: BOOKSTORI::.S

Water Tower Place

UNIVERSITY of ILLINOIS AT
CHICAGO
Contact: Theresa Powell,
996-5045.
Target schools are Austin, CVS,
Corliss, Crane, Dunbar, Lindblom,
Julian, Marshall, West inghouse,
Washington and Whitney Young .

ASKAUOUTOUH
COMPUTC.RIZC.D lJIAGNO:.TIC
FVAilJATION A NDABOUT
'PATIIWAYTOCOLLECE'-OUR F<lUR·
HOURLOlLC.GE COUNSELING SC.MJNAR

'
29 South Wabash Ave. Ch1cagc IL 60603 • 332-7500

THE

Although students for UC's program are recruited primarily from
the above schools , UC Upward
Bound will ex>nsider students from
any Ch1cago h1gh school.

TO SECRETARIAL
JOBS WITH PRESTIGE!
OUTSTANDING
TRAINING, DISTINGUISHED FACULTY,
ONE AND TWO YEAR
COURSES, INDIVIDUAL GUIDANCE
ANDPlACEMENT
SERVICE.

How do you get more out of school? Get smart.
Get Cliffs Notes and
Cliffs Test Preparation Guides.

Cliffs Notes help increase
your understanding of class ic
works of American and world literature . Each contains an easyto-understand summary of the
book, descriptions of the characters, and an interpretation of its
artistic merit and significance.

University of Chicago
Contact. Mr. Larry Hawkins,
702-8288.
Target schools are Harper,
H1rsch, Hyde Park and South
Shore.
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CHAMELEONS
By Donn Ha
It was late in August as summ er
was packing its bags and calling it
a night that I boarded the Chicagobound train at the Niles, Michigan
station. After I looked at each of
the people sitting next to an empty
seat, I decided to sit down next to
an elderly man with jet black hair.
I enjoy riding on trains. But it's
always a gamble. If I'm lucky,! find
myself seated next to someone
who's wonderfully interesting, and
I become involved in the kind of
conversation which can only occur
on a train.
There's a unique freedom in the
exchange of ideas on a train.
Perhaps 1t happens because the
scenery 1s hurtling by-thatwhich
is coming and that which has
passed, all of it both superfluous
and beautiful. Or perhaps it happens because people know that
they'll never see the stranger sitting next to them again.
If I'm less fortunate, I find myseH
next to a person who just sits there
silently. He could be a sleeper, or
someone who keeps to himself. If
I'm really unlucky, I find myself
with the person who boards the
train with a group and finds himself
to be the odd person out.
The man I was seated next to
wasn't the odd man out; he was a
Detroit native traveling alone. His
name was John Warren, and he
was headed out to Los Angeles to
visit his daughter, her husband
and his grandson.
I told him a bit about myself,
about that summer, about Clint,
about my run-in with the police,
about why I was leaving South
Bend to fin ish high school in Chicago.
We talked about love, economics and politics. He said he had
wanted to become a psychiatrist
when he had returned from the
Korean War, but had only finished
three years of sociology when his
father died and he could no longer
afford college.
I told him that I was thinking
about getting colored contact
lenses to change my eyes from
brown to blue.
"Why do you want blue eyes?"
ltold him I thought they would be
attractive.
"You know, my daughter got
colored contact lenses, and she
dyed her hai r blonde. This was
before she got married in her junior year at college."
He described Stephanie Warren, who had been gifted with
perfect skeletal proportions with a
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marvelous facial structure and
glowing, healthy skin. And those
gifts she thought were still missing, she added artificially. She
dyed her hair 'Natural Blonde' and
purchased a pair of 'Royal Cerulean Blue' contact lenses. In college Stephanie Warren studied
comparative literature, thinking
that it was an appropriate major for
a girl out to get a husband. And it
worked.
In her junior year Stephanie met
the man who would be her husband, Andrew Blake, a third-year
law stud ent. Andrew took classic
German literature on a whim, and
Stephanie sat five rows behind
him in class, marvelling at his
presence.
Andrew was everything she
des ired; upwardly mobile, handsome, blonde haired, blue eyed,
intelligent, cultured , blonde
haired, blue eyed. At the end of
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the second week, they attended a
football game together, and from
there they branched out to movies
and theater and other things. That
June they were married, and
Stephanie had what she wanted
from college. She decided she
would not return.
"Want some snickerdoodles?" I
asked John, offering him the
cookie bag.
"No. Thanks anyway."
The train slowed as it approached
the Michigan City depot.
In August, Stephanie was positive she was pregnant. This was
happy news, and yet it was troublesome news. In the two months
she had been married, she had
successfully concealed from Andrew that she wore contact lenses
and dyed her hair. If she told him
now, would he feel deceived?
How wou ld he take it? How would
he react if she didn't tell him, and

Illustration By Robert English
he found out when the baby was
born with black hair and brown
eyes?
"I could always say I had an
affair," she told herself.
But she didn't tell him anything.
Andrew worked his way from
promotion to promotion. Stephanie was the best spouse she could
be. They bought a small terrier
and named him Asta. Then one
rainy night in March, Stephanie
kn ew she was about to give birth.
The train stopped in Gary and a
portly man and his portly wife got
off. They were replaced by a tall
thin man and his wife who looked
mildly anorexic. John left and returned with a cheese Danish and
coffee.
"Where was I?" he asked as he
slouched back into his seat.
"Steph anie's about to give
birth."

Be published and become known in New Expression's
Young Chicago Fiction Section!

The car ride to the hospital was
absolute torture. Not only was she
expected to give birth shortly, but
she had to decide on what she
should tell Andrew. 'I had an affair'
began to sound more and more
attractive. The truth received a
decent number of votes. She
thought she would confess three
times on the way there, but each
time her throat tightened and dried
out.
Then she began to think that
maybe the baby would have
Andrew's traits, that maybe she
was worrying over nothing. The
baby could have his eyes and hair,
and she would never have to say a
thing. All she would have to do
would be to make sure never to
become pregnant again.
But what if the baby had black
hair and brown eyes?
They arrived at the hospital.
"My wife's about to have a
baby !" Andrew called out. The
obstetrician was beeped and arrived within fifteen minutes.
Stephanie was prepped and
wheeled into the delivery room.
And there, under the high power
lights, with Andrew by her side in a
surgical gown and mask, Stephanie gave birth to an eight-pound,
black-haired, brown-eyed boy.
"So what's the message of the
story," I asked, as the Chicago
skyline pulled into view. "Be yourseH because if you're phony you'll
always be found out? Don't wear
colored contact lenses?"
"I don't know that there is a
message," John said. Then he
finished off his coffee. "You see,
after the child was born, before
Stephanie could tell Andrew that
she had dyed her hair and wore
colored contacts, Andrew confessed that he had dyed his hair
and wore colored contacts."
"So they're both phony! And
then they let their hair become its
natural color and took oft their
lenses, and we have an unhappy
ending?"
"No, they didn't let their hair
become its natural color, and I
don't know about an unhappy
ending, either. You see, when the
boy turned six they colored his hair
and got him colored contacts."
The train pulled into Union Station, and I said goodbye to John
Warren as he boarded the train to
Los Angeles to see his daughter
Stephanie, his son -in-law Andrew,
and his grandson, whom they had
named, appropriately enough,
Blackie, little Blackie Blake.
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Come to the creative writer's staff meeting onWednesd ay, january 18 at 4:00p.m.

I$"~$~

Bring along your rough drafts or finished works of your fiction and essays. All types of writing will be accepted. We welcome teens from all over Chicago. Experience is not necessary.
New Expression is located at 207 S. Wabash on the 8th floor . If you cannot attend the meeting but would still like to be a part
of the Young Chicago writer's staff, contact Debbie Flapan at New Expression (663-0543).
New Expression January, 1989
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Dirty Rotten Scoundrels

This is an hilarious comedy
about two con artists (Steve Martin
and Michael Caine). One moviegoer who left the theater with me
said, "That's one movie I wouldn't
mind seeing again."
The two con artists meet on a

train to a small town on the French
Riviera. Caine is returning to what
he considers "his" town . Martin is a
visitor looking for new conquests,
preferably women, Caine's specialty. Martin persuades Caine to
teach him and there are several hi-

larious scenes in which Caine gets
out of marrying women he has
conned by introducing them to his
disgustingly retarded younger
brother, Ruprecht.
Dirty Rotten Scoundrels is a
sexist movie that portrays men as
clever all-knowing creatures and
women as blind and naive. However, an ironic twist at the end of
the film shows that women know
more than they may disclose.
One entertaining quality of the
movie is its many complexities.
The movie changes several times
in ways that make it funnier but not
harder to understand. Its unpredictableness keeps the audience in suspense, and when the
final layer of the plot is removed,
the audience laughs long and
hard.
Dirty Rotten Scoundrels is hilarious with skillful acting and
breathtaking suspense. It keeps
the audience guessing until the
end.
Debbie Flapan

MOVIE CONTEST!
WIN PRIZES!

Black History Month TV Guide
Wed.,Feb. 1

Sun.,Feb.19

A Raisin In the Sun 8
p.m. American playhouse introduces a new cast in the three-hour
version of an old classic.

Art Blakely: The Jazz Messenger 10 p.m. A program which
explains the work of this famous
Jazz drummer.

Sat.,Feb. 4

Mon.,Feb.20

Runaway 8 p.m. This show
depicts the harsh life of a teenage
boy who runs away from home
after an accident causes the death
of his friend.

A Rainbow: The Life of Josephine Baker 9 p.m. A program which has talk of Josephine
Baker, civil rights activist and 20's
flapper.

Sun.,Feb. 5

Fri.,Feb.24

Gordon Parks: Moments Without
Proper
Names 10
p.m. Photographer, .writer, director, and composer Gordon
Parks looks back on his life.

Wynton Marsalis: Blues and
Swing 9 p.m. A show that illustrates the music of this blues
musician.

Sun.,Feb.12

Wild Women Don't Have the
Blues 10 p.m. A biography of
famous female blues singers.

Singing Stream 10 p.m. A
program featuring gospel concerts, church services, and interviews with the Landis', a black
North Carolina family of young and
old gospel singers.

All times shown here are Eastern Time . For Central time, call
Channel 11 WTIW Chicago at
509-5437.

Mississippi Burning

CLEAMINC

r-

THE
CUBE
THE NEW ACTION-THRILLER STARRING
CHRISTIAN SLATER AND STEVEN BAUER
GRAND PRIZE:
CHRISTIAN SLATER'S BLACK HIGHTOPS actually worn during
the filming of "GLEAMING THE CUBE"

25 2ND PRIZES:
"GLEAMING THE tUBE" LONGSLEEVED T-SHIRTS

50 3RD PRIZES:
"GLEAMING THE CUBE" MOVIE POSTERS

1 00 4TH PRIZES:
"GLEAMING THE CUBE" STICKERS
TO ENTER:

Print your name, address, and phone # on a postcard and mail it to:
"GLEAMING THE CUBE" Contest, c/oTCF, 35 E. Wacker Drive, #1890 Chicago, IL 60601
By Eric Williams

"GLEAMING THE CUBE"
OPENS FRIDAY, JANUARY 13TH
Check newspapers for theatres and showtimes

Teen Editors Wanted! '
Are You interested in joining
New Expression staff as an editor? The
following editorships are available to
any teen who can get the job done.
Health/Sex:
The editor will be familiar with the issues of human sexuality
and how they may relate to health; will identify topics of
tnterest and research and write articles on same; will write
profile pieces focustng on a specific teen, or teens and how they
have handled their. sexiality.

The opening scenes of Mississippi Burning quickly introduce the
film's viewers to the troubled world
of the Deep South in 1964. We are
confronted by a blank wal l with two
water fountai ns. The sign above
one reads "WH ITE", and above
th e other "COLORED." A white
man drinks from the first fountain.
A black boy approaches and
drinks from the second. The scene
dissolves to that of a small church
which is slowly engulfed in flames

By Sarah Karp

The music editor will duplicate these functions with record
reviws, arllst reviews, or other music related features. Both
editors will be responsible for solicittng 'photos of artists or
movie stills and to keep Ln contact with movie and record
companies.
City Editor:
The editor concentrates on Issues regarding urban living;
police, employment, gangs, available programs for teens, etc.
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and then to the one of a brutal
murder of three young men, two
white and one black, who are
stopped on the road by members
of the local police and the Ku Klux
Klan.
The scenes are based on the
real life disappearance of three
civil rights workers in Mississippi in
1964. The movie revolves around
the FBI investigation and the
world-wide media attention which
developed during the weeks it took
to uncover the truth .
The two agents in charge of the

investigation, Anderson (played
by Gene Hackman) and Ward
(played by Willem Dafoe), are
complete opposites. Dafoe's character is from the North.
He's filled with self righteousness and he sees their investigation as a chance to clean up the
South. Hackman's character, who
was once the sheriff of another
Mississippi town, has a better
understanding of fear and racism.
The strength of this movie is its
ability to present many different
points of view on what is still an
explosive issue. It allows the
viewer to feel the fear of a black
congregation as they leave their
evening service and are attacked
by dozens of armed Kl ansmen,
and to hear the angry words of
black ministers and civil rights
demonstrators. It gives glimpses
of the fears which some whites
had with the changes brought
about by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
and other Civil Rights leaders.
Also, it illustrates the awkward
roles played by both the media
and the FBI in some of the civil
rights events.
Mississ ippi Burning is brutal
and sometimes hard to watch, but
it's fascinating from beginning to
end. It presents glimpses of America as it was not so long ago, but
before today's teens were born.

TV 101

Entertainment Editors:
The movie editor will write reviews and direct a stalT of movie
and television viewers who will remain alert to how these media
reflect teen issues or lifestyles; will write or supervise the
writtng of any review or other movie related feature.

~
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Debbie Flapan

CELEBRATE THE OPENING OF

Add!Uonal responslbflilies of all New Expression editors Inelude allcndlng WL-ckly meetings of the Ed!lorial I3oard and
monthly all·clty meetings. lntcrc.:stcd LL-cns should call Nancy
Johnson at 663 0543
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Imagine an entire thirty-minute
televi sion broadcast being produced in less time than it takes to
write this review. Hard , right? But
that's just what the new show TV
101 would like you to believe.
This is a program about students who are taking a journali sm
class. They have an English
teacher who has the idea of using
video equipment rather than the
co mmon printing press to tell the
school news. Each student represe nts a particular sterotypical
teenager such as a jock, a homecoming queen, and a nerd.
Without any brainstorming and

little introduction to the subject
matter, the students are able to
create stories that are very informative and interesting to the student body. Wow! Aren't they brillant?!! In fact, they can even improvise stories. For example , after
one student experiences a per·
sonal tragedy, that student decides at the last minute that a
segment of the broadcast will be a
story on suicidal teens. He makes
up the story as he goes along. He
represents a hood that hates
school and because of this it
seems logical that he has no formal speech training and no experience, but it turns out to be one of
the most moving segments of the

broadcast.
They make journalism look
easy!
This program attempts to address the issue of freedom of
expression and whether teens
deserve the same rights as adults.
The producers fail to show the
complexity of the issue. This oversimplification is illustrated when
the students easily obtain the right
to broadcast what they choose.
TV-101 tries to cash in on the
popularity of Twenty - One Jump
Street, another show which which
focuses on teen issues. But in
trying to do th is they take an unrealistic situation and make it even
more unbelievable.

.' Entertainment .

Interview

RS-One: Rising
bove the odds
By Mary Datcher
"My father is Jamaican and my
other is American. I grew up with
·eddy Pendergrast in one ear and
3ob Marley in the other." This
:ombination of cultures is Boogie
)own Production's own Kris
'arker, known to many as KRS)ne.
Boogie Down Production's sec>nd album is getting mixed retiews, but it's accumulating stagJering record sales. "By All Means
'-leccessary" is close to gold
500,000 units) following the
Jroup's first album, "Criminal
'.1inded," which sold 100,000
mits.
BU1 despite these good sales,
·ap music is still the "black sheep"
.Jf music on a lot of radio program11ers' playlist. "Only a few stations
lay me," KRS-One (Knowledge
eigns Supreme Over Nearly
veryone) admits. "I really don't
~are; I've never done music for
adio. I do music for people."
"We're not chasing no goals, no
)latirium plaques, magazines,
·adio, no one ... we just do our
11usic. Whoever's up on it buys
t...plays it; it's just that simple."
KRS-One's life was for simple.
orn in the Bronx, New York, this
'22-year-old's teen years were
spent surviving on the streets of
New York. Kris Parker ran away
lrom a troubled home at age 13"
and soon became a statistic, getting involved in the illegal part of
street life to survive. But somehow
a deep artistic yearning from
within won out.
He enrolled at the New York
Sch?OI of Visual Arts for two years,
studying cartooning and poetry.
(One of the first songs to come off
the group's "Criminal Minded"
album is titled "Poetry.") At that
point, Scott Sterling, a counselor
at a shelter for the homeless, encouraged Kris to write a few
song s. Later, in 1985, Scott and
Kris teamed up, with Scott handling the deejaying and Kris on the

rapping end.
The two young men struggled to
make their music heard. Using
the money that Sterling earned
from his day job, they went into the
studio to record. After building up
their reputation as professional recording artists, they co-created
their own record label, B-Boy
Records, breaking through with
minor hits such as "Crack Attack"
"Poetry", and "Criminal Minded."
The partnership ended when
Sterling, age 25, was killed in a
senseless neighborhood shooting
incident. "We've never accepted
the fact of Scott being gone,
gone." KRS explained. "He's
always around. The song, 'My
Philosophy,' was Scott's idea; we
only carried it out."
Sterling's murder raises the
question of whether rap music
incites physical and sexual violence. Some critics suggest that
rap themes may be the reason that
rap is not receiving very much
crossover airplay on a lot of Top
Forty radio stations.
"Chuck D. is too 'black,' I'm too
'right, " Kris says. "I don't ever say
things that will put me in the category of being "black," although I
am. I say things for humanity."
"Stop the Violence" is certainly
stopping a lot of people in their
tracks with its slow, mid-tempo
grooves and tasty combination of
hip-hop and Reggae.
"We're all on this one record
coming out on the Jive label called
"Self Destruction," written by me
and my wife, Ms. Melodie, and
produced by Dee Nice." The
album will feature other Rap Artists: Kool Moe Dee, Doug E.
Fresh, Mclyte, Chuck D. and
Stetsasonic.
But KRS-One had other plans.
"My thing to them is, 'Why are you
spending so much time pushing
the "Stop Violence" project when
my album has a "Stop the Violence" for EVERYBODY! Nobody
asked me to rhyme on "Wild Wild
West"or"Keep Rising To the Top,"

KRS-One in concert at the UIC
Pavillion before a packed house.
Photo by Raymond Boyd

positive records we all could've
done something great with. Why
does it have to be me?"
The cause is good and the collaboration of Boogie Down
Production's crew will definitely
make this a much-awaited album.
With the "Self Destruction" project underway, and the group's
second album putting them in the
big league of international music,
what can we expect from BOP's
next album? "We're going a little
bit more in depth. I'm doing "Criminal Minded" over, and I'm explaining the words 'Criminal Minded',
what it means, in this particular
song. We didn't go more into it last
time; this time I'll go into it."
To up and coming rap artists
who are trying to break into this
business, KRS-One advises, "Do
everything by yourself. And there
are only three things ...money, det ermination and juice. They work
togeth er simultaneously... like one
finger."
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Colleges of Chicago

Student Profile/

PEDRO DELGADO
Truman College

School Reform
How wtll the School Refonn btU
affect the !Jves of lnicago high
school students? Wi ll the refo nn plan
really protect magnet schools and the
aU-cny attendance schools? Wtll the
qualJLy of education improve for
Chicago Public High School students?
Look for an update on school refonn
in the February issue of~cw Expression.

Do you want to have a
say in New Expression?
Come to the 3rd All-City-Meeting!
Wednesday, January 25 at 4pm at
New Expression, 207 S. Wabash

HE IS
Personnel Analyst, City of Chicago

CITY COLLEGE
I came to the U.S. from Puerto Rico. After dropping
out of high school and working in a factory, I decided
to get an education in order to earn a better l iving.
Truman College o ffered me that chance.

A GOAL

*Talkabouttopics or storiesthat New
Expression should be c overing or
that our new cable N show "Hard
Cover" should be covering.
~chool of Airbru.~h Art)
1330 S. Villa Ave;
Villa Park, IL 60181
(312} 834-7333

Air-brush Painting
Photo- Retouch lng
Photo-Restoration
Call or write for free
color Brochure

I wanted to enhance the quality of my life, make
Puerto Rico proud, become a role model for fami ly
and friends, and increase my salary.

WISH FULFILLED
Truman College was the road to opportuni ty.

• We are also looking for interested
and dedicated writers for the following positions: City Editor, Health/
Sexuality Editor, Movie Editor, arrd
Staff reporters.
If you're interested, but cannot
attend, call Nancy Johnson at 663-0543.

TRUMAN COLLEGE
1145 W est Wilson Avenue

989-6060

REGISTER NOW
DIAL
C-0-L-L-E-G -E
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Entertainment

Music

The Saints-Prodigal Son
While most of the punk bands of
the mid-70s have split up, The
Saints have stayed together and
improved.
This Australian foursome
scored a big underground hit with
"I'm Stranded" in 1976. Last year
"Big Hits (On the Underground)"
was released as a single that playfully mocked The Saints' lack of
commercial success.
The Saints have matured.
They're no longer a punk band.
"Prodigal Son," a pop album written and co-produced by Chris
Bailey, offers a sensitive melody
on every track, sung with rough
overtones of Bailey's punk years.
This combination works well, especially for those of us who are

tired of the sickeningly sweet
voices of today's popular artists.
"Prodigal Son," like last year's
All Fool's Day, employs acoustic
guitars and a horn section along
with the traditional cast of instruments. Don't worry, The Saints
know exactly how to use the horns
without taking away from the rock
'n roll sound.
The album's best song, "Sold
Out," resembles "Big Hits" with its
driving beat and irresistable horn
riff. "Grain of Sand" is another pop
gem which uses simple chord
changes and leaves the rest to
Bailey's vocals.
When "Temple of the Lord" hit
the MTV air waves last year, some
viewers may have been disap-

pointed with the rest of the album
that "Temple" came from. "All
Fool's Day" had some peculiar
sounds on it. But pop audiences
need not worry about "Prodigal
Son." It is much more straight
forward. In fact, the beginning of
"Fire and Brimstone" sounds exactly like the Bangles' "Manic
Monday."
For those of you searching for
pleasant music with a tough edge,
the new Saints album is just what
you're looking for. If you're a fan of
the Clash, Sex Pistols or Ramonez, pick up a copy of an old
Saints record. It's a shame that
such excellent music is left to the
underground.
Ethan Stoller

Studio
Highlights
By Mary Datcher
There's a lot happening in recording studios and many of us
can't wait to hear some of the hot
new sounds from our favorite recording artists. Our favorite family
music group, the JACKSONS,
who scored a minor success with
their album 'VICTORY', is back in
the studios laying down tracks
with producer TEDDY RILEY ('My
Prerogative', 'Just Got Paid', 'I
Want Her'). Speaking of the
Jacksons, younger sister JANET
JACKSON is currently in the studio with miracle makers, JIMMY
JAN & TERRY LEWIS. I'm sure
the Jackson family will be grooving
for the year 1989. Expect some
hot material from E.U. (Experience Unlimited) that awesome
group of Go-Go Music who
brought you 'Da Butt'. Their new
release should be out on Virgin in
mid-January. JELLYBEAN is in

the studios recording Capitol
Record's new artist D'ATRA
HICKS (recently the lead in the
Broadway show "MAMA I WANT
TO SING"). Look out for a new
release from U2, "Love Rescue
Me', a live version mixed with exROLLING STONE, KEITH
RICHARDS and ZIGGY MARLEY. Expect other remixes from
artists PAT BENATAR who has a
12-inch mix of her latest, 'Let's
Stay Together'.
Rock group
CHEAP TRICK is dabbling in
BEATLE MANIA while they finish
remixing a new version of the
Beatles 'Magical Mystery.' This
tune will be featured in the upcoming Epic soundtrack for an untitled
animated film featuring the group
who made the sixties a part of
musical history. The sixties may
not be the only musical era being
re-created by recording artists, the
MANHATIAN TRANSFER, EL
DE BARGE, and country singer,

RANDY TRAVIS are currently
working on an upcoming fifties
album. On the finky side ex-CHICmember-turned producer, NOEL
POINTER is expected with an LP
in later March 89'. One moment in
time, was just right when WHITNEY HOUSTON flew into Nashville to work with Gospel artists BE
BE & CE CE WINAN laying down
vocal overdubs on the duet's latest
recordings. There should be some
serious vocals in that set! Another
strong vocalist, PATII LA BELLE
is busy on her latest LP. Ms. La
Belle finished recording the title
tune 'SING' for the motion picture
soundtrack. Expect her next release 'I Can~ Complain' in a few
weeks. Well that's it fort his month,
next month STUDIO HIGHLIGHTS will be informing you on
more of the latest happening in the
recording studios and what hot
releases to expect.

You could pay lllore for a
gold class ring. With
J ostens you have a choice.
There's nothing like the look gold.
Unfortunately, there's nothing like the price, either.
But you can have one without the other. In
Jostens' fine yellow alloy, Aurora.
And like all Jostens rings, it's made by hand
and carries a full lifetime warranty. So, come see
the Aurora rings. Thanks to our
craftsmen, they're almost as
good as gold. Thanks to
their price they may even
look better.

Jostens.
Americas class ring.
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